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This paper studies discretely uniform approximation of continuous functions and 
the associated discrete limit spaces. In particular, those conditions are established 
which must be satisfied in order that discrctcly uniform convergence exist and be 
surjective and that the corresponding limit space be a metric discrete limit space. 
Further, discretely uniform convergence is characterized by discretely continuous 
convergence. These results are applied to spaces of continuous functions defined 
on subsets of w” and of continuous functionals defned on subspaces of a reflexive 
Banach space. This theory is of interest in connection with Galerkin approxima- 
tions, finite element methods and singular perturbations in Hanach spaces. 
Discretely uniform approximation of continuous functions plays an 
important role in approximation methods of numerical analysis. This paper 
studies the associated discrete limit spaces. Using the concepts of limit 
superior and limit inferior of sequences of sets G, G, , L t Z (cf. [4, VII- 
Section 5]), we shall investigate the conditions which must be satisfied in 
order that discretely uniform convergence exist and be surjective and that the 
associated limit space be a metric discrete limit space. Of particular interest in 
applications is the characterization of discretely uniform convergence by 
discretely continuous convergence. The first application of our results deals 
with spaces of continuous functions defined on subsets of the n-dimensional 
Euclidean space W. In the case of compact metric spaces, the condition 
Lim G, = G can be characterized by means of the Hausdorff distance d in the 
form d(G, G,) + 0 (L E I) (cf. Section 4). Finally, we apply the following 
theory to the approximation of subspaces in a reflexive Banach space. In this 
way, we are able to generalize results in [8] for Hilbert spaces to Banach 
spaces. Our results will then confirm that the spaces of continuous linear 
functionals defined on these subspaces constitute metric discrete approxi- 
mations. The results are of great interest in the theories of Galerkin approxi- 
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mations, finite element methods and singular perturbations in Banach 
spaces. This paper has been written while the author was a guest of the 
Mathematical Institute of Aarhus University (cf. [lo]). 
I. DISCRETELY UNIFORM APPROXIMATION 
Let us assume that A4 is a normal Hausdorff space. Let K denote either the 
real or the complex number field. Given a sequence of nonvoid subsets 
G, G, , L E I, of M, then let C(M) denote the Banach space with the supremum 
norm of bounded continuous K-valued functions on M, and similarly let 
C(G), C(G,) denote the Banach spaces of bounded continuous K-valued 
functions on G: G, , L E I. For the sake of notational simplicity, we :shall use 
the same symbol 1) lj to denote the norms of all these spaces: thus 
~1, t C(G,), 1 E I. 
The disrretel~~ un~fortn approximatio,z “lim” is a binary relation between 
sequences (11,) E II,C(G,) and functions u t C(G), defined by 
The relation “lim” has the basic property that for any continuous function 
2: E C(!W) the sequence of restrictions z.(, -~= v ; G, , L E I, and the restriction 
I:(; = I: / G satisfy 
V’r. E C(M): (rGL) “lim” !‘(; . (1) 
The relation “lim” is said to be firnctional if 
(u,) “lim” LI ad (u,) “lim” u => II ~~ r. 
for every L(, ~1 E C(G), and every sequence (u,) E II,C(G,). In this case, the 
discreteI!. wi[fbrtn convergence lim exists, and is 
lim u, = u e (u,) “lim” zi, 
for all continuous functions u E C(G), 14, E C(G,), L E I. By virtue of (I), the 
discretely uniform convergence lim has the property 
V’c E C(M): lim z’~, = l’G . (2) 
In particular, for v = 0 the sequence of trivial functions 0, E C(G,), 0 E C(G). 
L E I. satisfies lim 0, = 0. 
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In the cast that “lim” is functional, the triple C(G), II,C(G,). Jim constitutes 
it discrete limit space (cf. [9, 1 I]). This space is said to be a uwtrk discrctc 
&7it space if the following condition 
iim i/$ I‘, 0 -2 lim 11, lim 1% . i J4 ) 
holds for every pair of sequences l:, , I:, c C(G,). L E /, suci~ that (l/,) or (1’ i 
converges discretely uniformly. If, additionally, the mapping lim is surjectivc, 
the space C(G), Il,C(C,), lim is said to be a metric discrrtc appro.uimation. 
The triple C(C), ll,C(C’,), lim is said to be a metric discrete limit space with 
discrete/J* cot~wrgent metrics if the condition (M) is valid and the relation 
Iim II, I/, lim 13, I’ lim II, t*, I ;I I( - I’ , 
is true for every pair of discretely uniformly convergent sequences I/, , 
21, E C(G,), 1 - 1. 
2. CONVERGENCE 01: SLQCJLNCES OF SETS 
In this section, we establish and characterize the requirements (GO), (Cl), 
(G2) for the sequence G, C;,, . L t: f, which will be used in the study of the 
discretely uniform convergence lim and the associated discrete limit space 
C(G), n,C(G,), lim. An essential tool in the following proofs is the well-known 
lemma of Urysohn and the theorem of Tie&e (cf. Alexandroff-Hopf 
[I, l-Section 61: Kuratowski [5, Section 141). 
Let G, c;, . 1 ~1 I, be an arbitrary sequence of nonvoid subsets of the normal 
Hausdorfl’ space hf. The (closed) limit superior (cf. Hausdorff [4. VII- 
Section 51 of the sequence (G,), denoted by Lim sup C, . is the set of all 
points x in h! with the property: for every open neighborhood 0 of x there 
exists a subsequence I’ of I such that 0 n G, =/- cc: for all L c I’. The (closed) 
limit iufi~rior of the sequence (G,), denoted by Lim inf (;, , is the set of all 
points x in Af with the property: for cvcry neighborhood 0 of x there exists 
an index v t Zsuch that 0 n G, -CL E’ for all L ’ _ it, L c I. Finally, the sequence 
of sets (G,) is said to cowzvrge to the set C;. the limit of (G’ ). if 
Lim infG, Lim sup G, ~~ G‘. 
We write Lim G, == G if and only if the sequence (G,) converges to G. 
(3) Tllc c~oilclitioli 
G C Lim sup G, (GO) 
is equiuaht to the stafemcf7t 
vr t C(M): j rG 11 -Z lim sup Ii cG, 1’. (GO’) 
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Proof: (i) Let v be any function in C(M) and let x be any point in G. 
Since 1’ is continuous, there exists, for every t > 0, an open neighborhood 0 
of s such that ~ P(X) ~~ z(x’)’ cc. E whenever x’ E 0. In view of (GO), there 
exist ii subsequence I’ of I and points xL E 0 n G, . I E I’. lience : l’(-r); ~.C 
1’(;L ~ -- E for all L E I’ and thus 1 am 2:: lim sup 11 P(,‘ E, s E G. Conse- 
quently. for every E :., 0, we have 1~ I’(; ~ .’ lim sup ” z’(;~ -, E which entails 
(GO). 
(ii) If (GO) is not true, there exists a point L E G which does not belong 
to Lim sup G, . Thus there exist an open neighborhood 0 of z and an index 
v E I such that 0 n G, ; ,Y for all L ,; V, L E I. The lemma of Urysohn 
implies the existence of a real continuous function w t C(M) having the 
properties M’ ! {z> :- 1. w 1 c 0 =- 0 and 0 :.I w :‘< 1. This function w satisfies 
1 \I’(; ,~ 2 1 as well as ~7~‘ = 0 for all 1 ’ . v and hence lim sup ~1 We, ~ = 0, 
which contradicts (GO’). 
For brevity, denote by (Cl) the following statement concerning G, G, , 
( t N. 
(Cl ) For ezlery open neighborhood 0 qf G there exists an inde.y 11 t I with 
the property that G, C 0 jbr all L :-: v, 1 F I. 
It is clear that this condition is trivially fulfilled when G, C G, L E I. The 
above permits the following characterization. 
(4) The condition (G 1) is equiralent to the statement 
Proqf: (i) Let v be an arbitrary function in C(A4). For every E ‘b 0 let 
0, .=-- {X E M [ i V(.\.)~ < ~ Cc; ‘1 -1 C). 
Obviously 0, is an open neighborhood of C;. Using condition (Gl), there 
exists an index v E Z such that G, C 0, and thus j v(x)1 ( ~1 cG ~~ -I-- E whenever 
c .: v and x E G, . Hence 1~ vG, 1~ < 1’ 13~ I!+ E, L 1. V, and also lim sup /’ I%~~ II :< 
I’ llG~I -- E for every E > 0, which proves (Gl’). 
(ii) If (GI) does not hold, there exist an open neighborhood 0 of G and 
a subsequence I’ of I such that G, n C 0 f ‘7 for all L E II’. Since 
G n C 0 == 13, from the lemma of Urysohn one obtains a real continuous 
function w E C(M) such that u’ / G = 0, w 1 C 0 = 1 and 0 -5 12: < 1. In this 
case 11 IVY // = 0, but I/ M’~~ I/ = 1, L EZ’, so that lim sup 11 ulG, 1 = I. Hence 
(Gl’) is not valid. 
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The following theorem establishes an important chnl-3cteriz~ltio~~ oi 
condition (Gl) by the limit superior of the sequence (C;,). Here we make use 
of the interesting representation (cf. Hausdorfi‘ [4. p. 2371) 
Lim sup (;; r\ u (;, (5; 
n 
Pt-0Clj: (i) Assuming the tirst statement were not true. then there exists 
a point .Y t Lim sup G’, n C G. Since M is a Hausdorll’ space. the set (xl is 
closed. The apace M is normal and {.ui IP 6 so that there exist disjoint 
open sets 0,, . 0, such that ;.v; C O,, . (; C 0, . Condition (Ci I) implies the 
existence of an index 11 E I such that (Y, C 0, C C O,, whene\;er L 1’. But, 
since .Y ii Lim sup G‘, . there exists ;t subsequence I’ such that O,, n G‘ 
L t I’. which contradicts G‘, C C 0,, , L ~8. 
(ii) Let now M be compact. Ict Lirn sup G’, C c and let 0 be an 
arbitrary open neighborhood of G‘. 7 he limit superior has the representation 
(9, 
Here S, C S,. for 1 K. so (.S,>) is ;I decrcain, q (7 SC uence of closed sets and 
(7 S,( C 0. Since M is compact, there exists an index I’ c- I with the property 
Finally, \\e wxnt to characterize a condition for the limit inferior of the 
sequence (G‘.). 
(7) The mndition 
G C Lim inf G’,, . (CC!) 
is equiralent to thr statement 
Proof (i) Let u be an arbitrary function in C(M) and let x be an 
arbitrary point in G. Since 2’ is continuous, there exists, for every E .’ 0, an 
open neighborhood 0 of s such that ~ P(S) - z(x’)j c< E for all x’ E 0. Using 
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condition (G2), we obtain an index v E /and points I~ c- 0 n G, for all L . . V, 
L t f. Hence ! c’(x): .z il I!~, )~ -I- E for all L I v and thus ~ r,(s); : 1 
lim inf ,, I’(, ’ -A- E, x t: G. This implies. for every E 0. the relation 
l’(. Ii; inf ~~ c,;~ i, ~-- E and thus ((32’). 
(ii) If (G2) does not hold, then there exists a point; E G n c Lim inf G, 
Hence there exist an open neighborhood 0 of x and a subsequence I’ of 1 
SUCK that 0 n G, -= .-- or G, C c 0 for all L E I’. From the lemma of IJr),sohn 
it follows that there exists a real continuous function )V E C(M) with the 
properties 1~ ~ ,-, ‘ r’ :; I> 11: ; C 0 ~= 0 and 0 :< \V ::I 1. Using this function M‘. 
we have ” ~1~  ~- 1 and 11 I+‘~; = 0, L E I’. so that (G2’) is not true. 
3. DISCRETELY UKIFORM LIMIT SPACES 
We are now in a position to establish the fundamental theorems concerning 
discretely uniform convergence. As in the preceding section, let G, G, , L E I, 
be an arbitrary sequence of nonvoid subsets of the normal Hausdorff space M. 
(8) If G is closed, there exists for every continuous ,firnction u E C(G) an 
extension zi E C(M) with the property 
n flG = u, (2icb) “lim” U, (9) 
so that the discretely uniform approximation “lim” is swjectire. 
Proof: If G is closed, for every real-valued function z/ c- C(G) the 
extension theorem of Tietze implies the existence of a continuous extension 
il t C(M) such that & .= U. If u E C(G) is complex-valued, there exist 
. ^ ^ extensions uRe , uIm of the real and imaginary parts ziRe , zllrn of U, defined by 
u(x) -7 u,,(x) + iulm(x), x E G. On setting li = cRe + i&, we obtain an 
extension with the property zjG == ZI. It is clear that in either case the relation 
(CCL) “lim” u holds. 
(10) The discretely uniform convergence lim exists and C(G), /7,C(G,), 
lim is a discrete limit space if and only if the condition (GO) holds. Under the 
additional assumptiorz that G is closed, the discretely unZiform convergence lim 
is swjectitie. 
Proqf. We first prove that under the assumption (GO) the relation “lim” 
is functional. For every (Us), ZI and (u,), v which satisfy the relation “lim”, 
there are functions zi, 6 E C(M) with the property ti 1 G = U, 5 1 G = z! and 
640/13:'2-6 
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The condition (GO) implies (GO’) so that )I‘~; -= 0 or II ~ I; li(, i:,, 0. 
Finally, if G is closed, we obtain from theorem (8) that lim is surjective. 
(ii) Conversely, (GO) is a necessary condition. For if (GO) is not true. 
there exist a point I? t G, an open neighborhood 0 of z and an index v t I 
such that 0 n G, .j for all L V. t i I. The lemma of Urysohn assures 
the existence of a real continuous function NJ with the properties II‘ i I:: I. 
11’ 1 C 0 == 0 and 0 ~1’ 1. Hence I\‘(,~ 0 for all L v and 
Consequently, (M’(;~), OG as well as (IV~;~), 1~~; satisfy the relation “lim”, but 
0, f ~2~ so that “lim” cannot be functional. 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
(I I) 71~2 &cuelely ut7ijorm convergence lim exists ami C(G), lI,C(G,), 
lim constitutes a metric discrete limit space ifad only if the conditiom (GO), 
(G1) are valid. Under these conditions, the discretell! zm[form concergence is 
equivalent to the jbllowing relation 
lim LI,, == II .:a sup 1 21,(s) - z?(s)1 ---f 0 (1 i I), (12) 
.rcG, 
for eaerJ% sequetice of continuous,fliMctions LI i- C(G), Ii, E C(G,), i E I, ai7d jtir 
an arbitrar}’ extension d E C(M) 0J’u such that li 1 G --: 11. 
Proqf: (i) Suppose (GO), (Gl) be valid. From theorem (10) we obtain 
that the discretely uniform convergence Jim exists and that C(G), II,C(G,), 
lim is a discrete limit space. Let (LI,), (v,) EII,C(G,) be any pair of sequences 
such that (z/,) or (11,) is discretely uniformly convergent. Assume, for instance, 
(IA,) converges to II. in this case, there exists a function Li E C(M) with the 
property zi(; == II and lim 1~ II, - 2,‘ I, = 0. If lim !I II, -~ 11, !: == 0, then we 
have 
n , 
I’,, - ZIGL ‘( ‘I: / U, - L’, / -i- j’ U, --- &,I 3 0 (L E I), 
so that (tj,,) is discretely uniformly convergent and lim ZI, 7~ lim z’, . 
Conversely, if (u,) and (P,) are discretely uniformly convergent to lim z/, :~- 
lim z;, , there exist functions ti, 6 t C(M) such that zi,; ~~~ S, : u and 
lim Il II, - cc;, I = 0, lim ,I l’, - T^G, i’ = 0. 
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Hence IV = zi - 6 E C(M) and 11’~ = 0. By Theorem (4), the condition (Cl’) 
is valid. Consequently, it follows that lim ~i PV~‘ 11 0. Hence 
u, -- v, 11 < j 21, - tiGL 11 + 1: li’~, 1, + 11 L:, - GG, 11 -* 0 (L t I). 
This shows that the condition (M) is valid and so C(G), II,C(G,), lim is a 
metric discrete limit space. Finally. let (u,) be any discretely uniformly 
convergent sequence and let lim 11, = II. Then there exists a function G t C(A4) 
such that 6, = II and lim !I II, ~ 6,. /, _ 0. Let Li E C( AJ) be an arbitrary 
extension of II y z& . On setting M’ : ti ~~ 6 and using condition I(GI’), it 
follows that 
which entails (12). 
(ii) Conversely, if “lim” is functional, Theorem (10) ensures the validity 
of condition (GO). For every lj E C(M), the sequence (?G‘) is discretely 
uniformly convergent to lim uc = r(; . In particular, we have lim 0, :=: 0. If 
C(G), 17,C(G,,), lim is a me&c discrete limit space, we have, for every 
I’ E C( :M) such that vG -= 0, the equivalence 
For every open neighborhood 0 of G, the lemma of Urysohn affirms the 
existence of a real continuous function ~1’ such that rt‘ 1 G j 0. H’ G 0 1 
and 0 : ; 11’ ; 1. On setting z: mm IV in the above equivalence, we see that 
lim Jo N’~, I’ m== 0. Hence there exists an index 11 c I such that ~ r{.(s)’ -.:. 
11 1’~; /’ < 1 for all x E G, and all L : 
1 . “, which proves condition (Gl). 
v, 1 E I. Consequently, G, C 0 for every 
By virtue of Theorems (3) and (4), the assumption in the above main 
theorem permits the characterization 
(GO) and (Gl) .F‘- VV E C(AI): lim sup Ii z’~, 1 = I‘(;- 1. (13) 
When A4 is compact, one has the equivalence 
(GO) and (Gl) and G closed e> Lim sup G- =~m G. (14) 
Since every compact Hausdorff space is normal. we can state the following 
corollary of Theorem (11). 
( 15) Let M be a compact Hausdotf spce and let G he closed. Tllet? the 
discretely zlniform conwrgence lim exists and C(G), II,C( G,). lim comtitutes 
a metric discrete approximation if and on/J~ lf Lim sup G, = G. 
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The condition (G2) implies the condition (GO). Using Theorems (4) and (7) 
the following equivalence holds, 
(G I) and (G2) -::. V’r. t’ C(.U): lim ,m :‘(, I I’~, (16) 
When M is compact, we can further state the interesting characterization 
(C I ) and (G2) and G closed -A-- Lim G,, G. (17) 
As one easily sees. this leads to the following theorem 
between discretely uniform convergence and discretely continuous conber- 
gence of sequences of continuous functions. Every sequence of nonvoid 
subsets G. G, C .Id, L E I. is formed into ;I discrete limit space G, I7 G ? lim” 
by the coma-gence !inP of the topological space M. Every sequence of‘ 
K-valued fullCticl!i; I/ i C(G). I/, r. C’iG,) may be viewed as ;L sequence of 
mappings II: G z lid. i/ : G F PC, L i 1. if lim”(IT,(;, , <;) is surjecti\c, the 
discrete convergence l/, z II (r. i: /) ij defined by the relntion 
for every sequence of points .X E G. ,Y; 6= G, . L c 1. Let us call thib convergence 
the dixwt(~!l~ continuozts conmpwcc. Then the following remarkable 
statement holds. 
Proqjl : i) lf limfi”(ll,G,, G) is surjective, one has the rciation 
G C Lim int’G C Lim sup G, such that the conditions (GO) and (G2) arc 
valid. Hence the discretely uniform convergence exists. Let (if.) be discretely 
uniformly convergent to I(. Then there exists an extension li cz C(.\f) of i! ii,, 
such that lim ” I/, ~ z?~‘ ! 0. For every convergent sequence of points ,Y f: G, 
x c G such that Iin+ .Y -1 .Y (t c I) it follows that lim li(x,) 
ii’is cintinuous. ConseqLently, 
li(sj. because 
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(ii) Suppose, in addition, that M be sequentially compact and 
Lim G, = G. Then 21, + ZI (L E I) implies ;I 21, - fiGL 1~ --f 0 (6 ~1). Assume 
this were not true. Then, for every extension li E C(M) of u : fi(: , there exist 
an E(, ’ 0. a subsequence I’ of I and points z& E G, . 1 E I, with the property 
; l/,(2,) - &,)I :> E” ) 1 E I’. 
Since M is sequentially compact, there further exist a subsequence 1” of I’, 
and a point z E M such that z, + 2 (1 e I”) and hence r c7 Lim sup G, C G. By 
assumption, liml’f(lT,G, , C) is surjectivc so that one ham x sequence of points 
z,’ E G, ) L EI, converging to 2. On setting zL =- zi’, L E_ I I”, we obtain an 
extended sequence (z,) convergin g to : as well. The continuity of 12 implies 
Li(z,) --, z/(z) (1 E I) and the discretely continuous convergence of cl(,) to II 
implies zl,(z-,) + z/(z) (L E I) which contradicts the above incqua!ity. 
4. >~PPLICATIONS 
The aim of this section is to illustrate the scope of our results by typical 
examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. (i) Let M - [a,, , /P,,] be a compact interval of the real line 
and let I =: (1, 2, 3:...) be the sequence of natural numbers. Let [LI, b] be a 
closed subinterval of [n,, . b,,] and let (t, . t, , t:, . ...) be an infinite scquencc of 
numbers in [a,, b,,]. Let 
G : [N, h], G, == it,:. I- 1.2... 
Then one easily shows that the following equivalences hold, 
(GO) cF [a, 01 C Lim sup:f,,1 
-3 Vlt E [a, h] 31’ :.I I: lim t, -= t 
iFI’ 
and 
(Gl) 3 Lirn supjr,) C [a, h] 
-3 n :C lim inf t, , lim sup t, h. 
However, condition (G2) or [a, 01 C Lim inf{t,l cannot be satisfied when 
a < h. If (GO), (Gl) are true, the discretely uniform convergence has the 
form 
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for all sequences of numbers I,, L I, 2,..., all functions u E C[a, 61 and 
any extension zi E C[a, , b,] such that Li 1 [a, /I] II. 
(ii) Let M [(I,, , h,,] and let G [a, I>] as above. Now suppose (G,) be 
specified by a sequence of finite partitions, 
G, it; 1..., I:,,;, NC) u,, t,; . t; .‘. t.: ‘ h, 17, .
for L 1, 2,... such that 
Then 
and 
so that 
Finally. 
(GO) -: [a, h] C Lim bup[fh ,..., tk,,j 
-i:- lini infer,, N, h lim sup h, 
(Gl) -:‘- Lim sup{&; ,_.., t\-,,; C [(I, /?I 
.: I. ‘1 lim inf 0, , litn sup h, 11 
(GO) and (Cl) ..I Lim sup{tj; ,..., ‘iv,; [N, h] 
-.I- lim inf 0, a, lim sup h,. /I. 
(Gl) and (G2) -::- Limit,: ._... /;;I lu. hl 
.:I lit11 a, II, ii m I,, _ h. 
EXAMPLE 2. (Cf. Caratheodory [2. pp. 172-I 821). Let A4 be a compact 
wdimensional interval of the euclidean space [w’l. Let G. G, . L c I, be a 
sequence of subsets of M such that L,im G, G and let II E C(G), u,, E C(G), 
L E I, be a sequence of bounded continuous functions. Then Theorem (19) 
affirms the equivalence of the discretely uniform convergence 
sup u,(.u) -- 1;(.\.)1 f 0 (1 i /). 
r i c, 
where fi denotes an arbitrary continuous extension of U, and of the discretely 
continuous convergence 
lit11 8" .\-, .s lim I/,(-V,) ~~ /l(s). 
for all sequences of points .Y E G, x, E G, . L i I. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let M be a metric space with distance ., : and let G, G, , 
L t I, be a sequence of nonvoid subsets of M. Then the limit superior and the 
limit inferior of (G,) can be characterized by means of distances (cf. 
Kuratowski [5, Section 291). In this way, we obtain 
and 
(GO) ..% G C Lim sup G, 
c V’x E G: lim inf 1 .Y, G, ~ = 0 
(G2) + G C Lim inf G, 
-2 Vx t G: lim sup / s, G, I = 0. 
Let us now assume M be compact and G be closed. Then one easily shows 
that our conditions (Gl), (G2) assume the form 
(Gl) o Lim sup G, C G 
-S lim( sup i X, , G ,) ~~~ 0 
1’ L tc , 
and 
(G2) * G C Lim inf G, 
* lim(sup 1 s, G,, :) 0. 
XC 
Finally, introduce the Hausdorff distance between sets (cf. Hausdorff 
[4, p. 2931) defined by 
(/(A, B) = max(sup 1 s, B /, sup 1 J’. A r) 
nt=A ilen 
for subsets A, B C M. Then we obtain the characterization 
Lim G, = G c- lim u’(G, G,) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 4. Our results may be applied to the discretely uniform conver- 
gence of sequences of bounded linear functionals on continuously embedded 
subspaces of a reflexive Banach space. In this way, we obtain very interesting 
conditions which affirm that the dual spaces constitute metric discrete 
approximations. These results extend those of Stummel [8] for the case of 
Hilbert spaces. 
Let E be a reflexive Banach space with norm 11 Joe. Suppose given a 
sequence F, F, , L E I, of continuously embedded subspaces of E. That is 
F, F, C E, L E I, as vector spaces and there is a sequence of norms ~1 . 1 6 , ~1 . lir;L 
such that 
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with some number p -: 1. The closed ball B,:(O) of radius p and center 0 in E 
is a compact topological space in the weak topology, that is the E-topology 
of E. Further B,E(0) is weakly sequentially compact (cf. Dunford-Schwartz 
[3. Chapter VI). A sequence (II,) c n,B,,‘;(O) converges to I[ in the weak 
topology, if and only if 
Further, let us denote by B,‘(O), Bfl(O), the closed unit balls in f‘ resp. F, 
for all L c I. By (ZO), we have that BIF(0), Bra C B,“(O) and that B,“(,O) is 
closed. So let 
Given a sequence of continuous linear functionals I’ E Y. L’, E F,,‘. L c I, 
we can obviously view these functionals ascontinuous functions I’ E C(B,“(O)), 
z’, E C(B:l(O)), L E I. Under the assumption 
iv-Lim sup BfL(0) = BIF(0), 
we obtain from Corollary (I 5) that the discretely uniform convergence lim 
exists and that this convergence is defined by 
for any extension ri of L; such that 6 j I,. == c and, due to the theorem of 
Hahn-Banach, 6 E E’. Obviously 
Moreover, under the assumption 
we have that 
Il.-Lim B,FL(O) =m- B,'(O), 
lim 2’, --- I' LI- lirn Jo r, ~IF,, = /I 13 !lF, 
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Finally, let us apply Theorem (19). Suppose, additionally, that 
w-lim(flLB~(0), BIF(0)) is surjective. 
Then the discretely uniform convergence lim 11 U, - rjFL #IF:,, = 0 is equivalent 
to the discretely continuous convergence. 
w-lim ~4, = u 3 lim c,(u,) = I’(U), 
for every sequence of elements II E B,F(O), U, E Bfl(O), i E I. 
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